
IT online lesson 14 August 2020 

Strings 

We have already had some experience with strings in Delphi. For example, properties like Caption or 

Text can only have string values.  

What are strings exactly, and how can you work with them? 

A string is a sequence of symbols inside single quotes. To declare a string variable, you have to use 

type String: 

• Create a GUI with just a button and a memo to run this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Var 

s: String; 

This definition means that the program can use a string variable with  

unlimited length. 

Strings can be concatenated. String concatenation is denoted by the  

plus sign. For example: 

Var 

s, st: String; 

Begin 

s:=’We learn’;        //We put “We learn” into first variable 

st:=’ Delphi;         //We put “ Delphi” into second variable 

s:=s+st;               //Concatenate these two strings. 

 

Click here to run program 



Memo1.lines.add(s); 

End; 

When the program executes, we will get the string “We learn Delphi”  in the S variable. Which is 

displayed on the memo. 

Strings can be manipulated  

Several standard functions and procedures work with strings. The following table summarizes them. 

Standard String Functions and Procedures 

 

 



 

Extended example: 

The input of the procedure is a string that contains two words delimited by single space symbol. 

This procedure should change the order of the words. 



 

Var 

s: String; 

This definition means that the program can use a string variable with  

unlimited length. 

Strings can be concatenated. String concatenation is denoted by the  

plus sign. For example: 

Var 

s, st, s1: String; 

Begin 

s:=’We learn’;        //We put “We learn” into first variable 

st:=’ Delphi;         //We put “ Delphi” into second variable 

s:=s+st;               //Concatenate these two strings. 

Memo1.lines.add(s); 

s1:= copy(s,1, 2 )  //this means String s1 will be a copy from the String s, starting from character 1, copy 

2 characters  

Memo1.lines.add(s1);  //output s1 

end; 

 

Exercise: 

1. Copy and output “learn" from String s 

2. Copy and output “arn Delphi" from String s 

3. Output the length of s 

4. Output position of ‘ ‘ in s ( position of  a space) 


